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Technology gap

Technology gaps represent the differences in technological advancement be
tween two nations, between rival industries in different countries or between
two firms in a given industry. Such gaps imply that technology is not globally
uniform and that technological change is not instantaneously diffused across
countries. This runs counter to the assumption of the mainstream theory llf

international trade, for example, and thus calls for an alternative theory 01
technical change, trade and growth.

In fact, the ample evidence of the existence of such gaps threatens neoclas
sical economics at an even deeper level. If these gaps are not simply ;\
function of market failure, then technology must be viewed as more than an
endowment, and technological choices as determined by more than sG\rcit).
Scarcity, then, does not determine the resource allocation process: nor IS

Robbins's widely-cited definition of economics (the study of the allocation III

scarce resources among competing end uses) any longer a valid guiding
principle. Instead, economists must study the structure of production. ex
change and accumulation as the interaction of science, politics, markets.
culture and uncertainty. It is the learned ability to innovate and to imitate
existing products and ways of producing which is the driving force for
growth, international competitiveness and industrial policy. Natural endow
ments - scarcity - take a back seat as an explanation of economic outcome:;.
It is the incompatability of such a seemingly innocuous and pervasive c,'n·
cept as technology gap with orthodox theory that causes the concept to be so
strongly resisted by neoclassical economists.

The rejection of scarcity and of an essential role for endowment'> al:;o
implies that economic policy - the relation between states and markets
takes on a whole new dimension. In a scarcity-driven world, the role of the
state is 'to get prices right'; that is, to overcome market fail ures. either
through the internalization of externalities or through the guarantee of an
optimal provision of public goods. In a world of endogenous technical change
and technology gaps, economic policy includes the effort to promote the
innovative process through subsidies, managed trade and workplace democ

racy.
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How is it possible, in an age of the transnational corporation, of bold leap,
towards economic integration, of intensely mobile international capital arC:
unprecedentedly rapid information dissemination, for technology to diftc~

significantly across countries? Such gaps may exist for a number of reasons.
including the workings of market competition, the structure of the modern
corporation, the form of government policy, the particular evolution of na
tions' institutional structures or, more fundamentally, the nature of innova
tion, diffusion and technological knowledge. Any discussion of the causes of
technology gaps must begin with this last factor.

The conception of technological change which underpins most technology
gap theory is in the Schumpeterian tradition. Agents are not assumed a priori
to share identical knowledge and competence. Technological change is cu
mulative and path-dependent. It is certainly not random, nor is it predictable.
given the inherent uncertainty of the innovation process. Technological change
is nation-specific due to differences in national technological activities, which
may in turn be partly a function of the intensity of 'stimuli' to innovate in a
given nation. These variations may result from differences in demand condi
tions, relative prices or technology policies (Rosenberg, 1976). Technologi
cal change is often firm-specific in that it depends on the ability of a firm to
appropriate the profits from innovation. Moreover, technology may often
embody 'non-codifiable knowledge' - non-transferable knowledge learned in
the process of innovation or production.

While national differences in innovation activity are necessary to explain
technology gaps, they are not sufficient. The diffusion of technology also
requires time. This would seem obvious given the nature of knowledge
described above. But the diffusion process has its own characteristics which
further guarantee the likelihood of technology gaps. Diffusion is not simply a
question of 'buy-and-use' but, like innovation itself, a 'process of learning.
modification of the existing organization of production and, often, even a
modification of products' (Dosi et al., 1990, p. 119). In this case a smooth
sigmoid diffusion curve, as posited in the mainstream literature, is merely a
special case. Moreover, the discontinuity of the diffusion process implies
that, even with a steady rate of innovation, technology gaps will persist over
time. Disequilibrium will be a more common state than equilibrium.

Before proceeding to a discussion of the implications of technology gaps
for growth and trade, it is important to mention how key concepts have been
operationalized. Technology gaps are usually measured as differences in
productivity between a given nation (sector) and the most advanced or 'fron
tier' nation (sector) in the world. Innovation activity is proxied either b~

'technology input' or 'technology output' measures. The former include ex
penditures on research and development and on the education and employ-
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ment of scientists and engineers. The latter are usually captured by patenting
activity data in the US or foreign markets.

Recent interest in the question of whether productivity levels across coun
tries have converged over the past 100 years has brought the issue of technol
ogy gaps to centre-stage. The convergence debate recalls the Gershenkron
hypothesis: that imitation is easier than innovation and thus that 'relative
backwardness' has its advantages. Relatively backward nations, assuming
they satisfy a threshold level of infrastructure and institutional development,
should grow at a more rapid pace than leader countries. Convergence will
result. Technology gap models attempt to explain why growth rates differ 
why convergence mayor may not occur. Fagerberg (1988) distinguishes the
technology gap approach from other efforts to explain growth rate differ
ences by its explicit inclusion of diffusion and of innovative performance in
the laggard country. The 'distance' between the technological frontier and the
laggard country depends on these factors, as well as on innovation in the
frontier country. He presents considerable empirical support for a model
which includes these specific innovation activity variables. Again, the role of
innovative effort (as opposed to nature) is crucial: catch-up requires not only
technological imports and investment, but also an increase in national tech
nological activities. Convergence is thus by no means a guaranteed outcome.

Uneven development models based on technology gaps have a long tradi
tion, dating back to Adam Smith and his emphasis on scale economies from
the division of labour. The country with the initial technological edge is able
to widen that lead by capturing scale economies and further dividing the
production process, increasing its scale of operation and thus taking advan
tage of cumulative cost reductions at higher levels of output. From Marx to
Kaldor, such models have sought to explain, not just the lack of convergence
among national per capita income levels, but the absolute and relative widen
ing of such standard of living differentials.

Technology gap theories of international trade were developed as a re
sponse to the lack of realism of the factor proportions model, which assumes
globally uniform and constant returns to scale technology and identical con
sumer preferences worldwide. Trade is thus due entirely to differences in
relative factor endowments. Until very recently Heckscher-Ohlin remained
the most widely accepted model of trade among international economists, in
spite of the overwhelming empirical evidence against its predictions (the
'Leontief paradox'). Some significant evidence also exists in favour of the
Ricardian model of comparative advantage based on productivity differ
ences. A recent input-output study showed that the assumption of identical
technology across OECD countries may bias results by over 40 per cent in
some cases (Elmslie and Milberg, 1992).



Development of an explicit technology gap model of international tradc
m:gan wiTh the work of Posner (1961), who saw the rate of international
diffusion of technolo£y as ccntral to the explanation of the direction and
conlllllldilY composition of trade. Vernon (1966) based both a theory of
irllcrn;lTional trade and foreign direct investmenT on the existence and then
disappearance of technology gaps. depending on the degree of maturity (and
thus swnrJardization) of the technology. This product life-cyde model of
internationaltJ"<lrJe and invesTment served to refocus alfention on technologi
cal tktenninants of trade.

Two rcc..:-nt dcvelopmcllls hnvc placed technology gaps and technological
<Ii fferences at the hcart of the development of a comprehensive dynamic trade
modd. Pasinetti (19HI) presents a dynamic. disaggregated Ricardian model io
\,·hidl \cctoral rates of innovation mailer only in relation to a nation's average
inllo";llion r;ltc. 1\ policy emphasis on static comparative advantage may thus
nc' inapproprtat..:-. Policy should instead focus un sectors with a relatively rapid
rate of innovation (comparcd to The naTional averagc and to foreign rivals).
whether or not;ll a given moment in time they are characterized by compara
tire "dvamagc. Dosi el a/. (1990) single out tcchnology gaps a" the detcrtni
nanlS of ;lbsolutc advantagc which in turn dom inatcs comparnti ve advantage in
thc determination of world market shares. Trade imbalances arc noT self
(orreeling and Thus changes in national competitiveness depend on the altera
IiI)]} of absolutel:osT differentials rather than any reallocation of resources due
til Ricardian c'ornparative advantage. The model explains the per,;istence (If
trade imbalances in Ill.my developing. countries, as well as the decline of somc
technology-intensive industries (such as autos. steel and semiconducTors) in the
US ,Iud the UK. MUl:h work remains to be done in This area of absolute
al1,,;mlage models of trade. in panicular generalizing the models to many
ccuntrie.~ and many l'ollllTloJities. Other factors which need to be introduced
more fully includc demand, as well as notions of credit and credit constraints to
firm innovation aCTivities. Thi~ would not only facil iTale the analysis of produc
tion innovation. but also permit a more satisfying description of the interna
tional payments adjustment process_

Sti II. the rejeCTion of comparntive advantage as a deTerm inatll of trade is an
importanT tllani fest;ltion of The abandonment of scarcity as the centre-piece of
t:dlrlomic ;lnalysis. rrom a policy perspective. the technology gap trade
l11odel.~ (like the technology gap growth models) emphasize the role of gov
ernllll'nt in spurring innov;llive activity. Countries will not balance trade
automatically Through a Ricardian resource reallocation. Exchange rnte de
valuation is also unlikely to be sufficient in a world in which technological
~l)phistication is crucial ;md depends on innovative activity.

Thc sTrcngth of tcchnology gap thenries is precisely that They leave open
l11c cxplanation of technology differences and Their persistence over time.
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Such explanations allow for the possibility of endogenous technological change
- the social determination of technology and innovation. The most radical
feature of the theories of international trade and uneven development which
have been motivated by the recognition of the pervasiveness of technology
gaps is that they deny scarcity a central role. Technology gaps are instead the
outcome of the complex social process of innovation and diffusion.

The ample evidence of the existence and persistence of technology gaps at
the national and sectoral levels indicates that the neoclassical theory of tech
nological change is seriously flawed - a special case in which scarcity deter
mines prices and choice of technique, and technology is globally uniform.
Once economic analysis is released from the yoke of the scarcity view, a
number of possibilities for thinking about the economy and economic policy
become evident. I have focused on two of these: the role of innovative
activity in the 'catching-up' effort, and the importance of created competitive
advantage in the determination of international trade. In each case, equilib
rium is an unlikely and unstable outcome. More important, the understanding
of innovation and technology gaps as created - not endowed - raises the
necessity of state action to alter a nation's technological position. Such 'tech
nology policy' has been accepted practice in countries at all levels of techno
logical development.

WILLIAM S. MILBERG
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Theory of the state

The proper role of the state in the economy is probably the longest standing
theoretical issue in economics. The conflict between market and state has
always been at the heart of the major debates in economic theory. Adam
Smith and the classical political economists placed the market-state antago
nism at the centre of the stage and developed an impressive theoretical case
for the substitution of state regulations and functions by the market. The


